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MEtiORANDUM FOR: R. M. Satterfield, Chief "
Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch, DSS

1 ROM: T. G. Dunning, Section Leader
Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch, DSS

SUBJECT: REVIEW 0F ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TEST REPORTS FOR
CONFORMANCE WITH NUREG-0588

Attached is an evaluation of Rosemount Test Report 117415 based on the guidelines
in NUREG-0588. The report covers the environmental qualification of Rosemount
oressure and d fferential pressure transmitters of the !*odel 1152 series. This
test report is 'eferenced in the North Anna and Diablo Canyon applications. The
former also reference. N re% Hills tests which viere not included in this re-
view. Further, this review did not attempt to evaluate the radiation dose or
environmental test profile against that for a specific application. Those com-
parisons will be done as a follow-up to this review.

It is concluded that, while the instrument survived the tests without gross
failure and that the tests do demonstrate a general level of tolerance to harsh
environments, in total the test program by itself does not provide ar acceptable
level of qualification based on the guidelines in NUREG-0583. Specific recom-
mendations are included in the attached evaluation for consideration in a requali-
fication program for these units. Additional recor:nendations may result from a
review of plant specific applications. He will address these concerns with each
applicant that references this report following the plant specific review of ti. air
requi rements.
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T. G. Dunning, Section Leader
Instrumentation and Control

Systems Granch
Division of Systems Safety

Fnclosure:
As stated

cc: V. itoore
F. Rosa
G. Lainas
D. Tondi
E. Butcher
ICSB Section A
E. Jordan 1844 069
!!. Reinnuth
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STAFF EVALUATIO: OF Ei;VIR0'"4Ef;TAL
QUAllFICATIO:; TEST REPORTS

Equips. ant: Roserount l'odel 1152 Pressure Transmitter
Report: Roseuount Test Report 1;o.117415, September 24, 1975

( including Rev. B dated October 26, 1976 )

Test Sequence:

1. Thermal Aging: 0 0' Cycle 100 F, 0 F, 200 F, and 100 F cach held for 1 hour,
two complete cycles, total time approximately 16 hours.

Resul ts: Itaintained specified accuracy throughout
temperature cycling test. (10.25%)

2. Radiation Exposure: 1 x 106 R/hr (Co 60 Source)6Total Dose 5 x 10 g
Zero Shift: -1.05%
Span Shift: +0.23%
Data tal:en during Exposure-

3. Seismic: 5 - 14 113 w/ 0.3" D. A
14 - 100 H3 w/ 3g level
3 'xises independently

I'resstrized to give 60% scale reading
Accuracy 10.25% During and af ter tes ting

~

4. Steam Tests:

Tempe rature Pressure Hold Time Envi ronment

350 F 60 PSIG 10 minutes Dry316 F 70 PSIG 1 hour Steam303 F 55.4 PSIG 7 hours Steamg
230 F 6 PSIG 42 hours Steam

Resul ts : ltax Error During Tests - 12% of span

Calibration of 40.5 hr (230 F)
Zero Shift = +0.12%
Span Shift = -4%

Calibration 5 minutes after test (>200 F)
Zer o Shift = +1.46%
Span Shift = -3%

Calibration after tests (Room temperature)
Zero Shift = + .56%
Span Shift = - 0.1%
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The . .:ctrical wiring was cconected to the signal tenainals of the
housing and a pressure tight conduit connection from the housing
through the autoclave wall was used to prevent the terminal side from
filling with condensed water.

DEVIATI0i45 FROM T1UREG-0588 (It4TERIM STAFF POSITI0t{} Ai;D ACTI0 tis TO BE TAKEf1
F0P IllTERIM USE

1. The test did not use steam to obtain the initial transient for temperature
and pressure. The first data point is one minute into the test. Thus,
there is a concern that the test is not conservative since it does not
reflect MSLB c.onditions for temperature rise time and initial pressurization
with steam.

2. The tests do not set forth acceptance limits on the instrument accuracy
during the steam environmant tests. The adequacy of -12% errors for
the trip functionsshould be verified.

3. The thermal cycling tests are not in themselves a demonstration of a qualified
life nor are they adequate to address concerns for material aging. A review

' of the materials should be made to identify significant aging mechanisms.

4. The adequacy of the radiation dose to which item was tested should be
verified as adequate on a case-by-case basis.

-

5. The test does not deuonstrate the adequacy of the electrica] connection due
to the test ccnfiguration used. The adequacy of the electrical connection
should be add assed.

. 6. The test did not include the effect of caustic sprays. The efTects of
caustic sprays should be addressed.

7. The test report concludes that the test of a differential pressure unit
(DP) qualifies by similarity absolute (AP), gage (GP) and highline (HP) units,
including units with an option that includes a different amplifier assembly.
Reference is made to separate radiation tests on that option. Similarity
is also used as an argument to include qualification of lbdel 1151 units,
except for radiation levels.

C0f!CLUSI0ti: While the test der.onstrate that the harsh envircnment does not seriously
affect the operability of the instrum2nt for the long term, there are
sufficient deviations as noted above to require additional testing of this
unit to provide a high level of assurance that this instru..;ent will function
within acceptable limits for all design basis event conditions. Requalification
should be conducted for this instrument to include the following:

1. The radiatinn exposure should include the radiation dose

for normal operation plus the post accident dose. The latter
shculd be evaluated for a time period into the accident
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such tlnt the additional dose that the co.ponent tauld receive
for a period up to 1 year v:ould be a negligible additional con-
tribution to the dose used as the basis for qualification.

2. The instrument should not be recalibrated in the sequence of the
radiation, seismic, and steam environment tests. Accuracy require-
ir.ents should be established for the test s'quence.

3. The steam environa. nt tests should include the effects of caustic
sprays or a basis should be provided for not incluJing such.

4. The steam envirorc.2nt should be representative of LOCA and liSLB
conditions in both magnitude, duration, and rise time.

5. The tests should qualify the electrical connection seal.

6. The tests should be conducted using instrum2nts tihich have the specific
features including applifiers and range units of those for v hich
qualification is required. Ins truir.2nt accuracy requiremant confirind'

on one differential pressure unit, (e.g. , span limits of 0-5 to 0-30
inches teater) cannot be assun.ad to be applicable to another unit
(e.g. , span limits 0-170 to 0-1000 psi) nor to other transmitters such
as gage, absolute, or highline units. The tests should confirm that
the accuracy of the transmitters is not dependent upon spcn adjust!.2nts if

-

the transmitters used in plant applications have span settings diffcrent
than those of the instruments v hich are tested.

7. The test plan should be submitted to I,'RC for review prior to requali-
. fication.

.
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